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Engineer Ari rushes to complete his final train ride to Jerusalem before Passover begins, but will he
run out of time before getting the items he needs for his seder plate?
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This series is a favorite with our little guy. He looks fwd to each book emerging from storage as the
relevant holiday approaches.The premise of these is just genius. No better way to communicate
with a toddler about Jewish holidays than thru the medium of a red steam engine!

Engineer Ari is rushing around trying to get what he needs for a Passover meal for he and his
friends. He has a list of what he needs. On his journey his runs into friends that offer him each an
item for the Passover meal. Some items he will need to get on his return trip and some he goes
ahead and takes. With each friend that gives him something he says he will get them a box of
matzah in Jerusalem and bring it to them on his way back. While he is running errands in Jerusalem
he learns about how the matzah is made and how long it will take the people to make it. He's in a
hurry though so he doesn't spend too much time there and leaves with the matzah soon after. When
he returns home after all the rushing and it's time to eat the Passover meal, children may find what

happens to be funny.I liked how Engineer Ari offered to help all of his friends with Passover also, by
bringing them back some matzah. His friends' kindness made his list of Passover items he needed
shorter and it also showed his thoughtfulness towards his friends to make time to stop to drop the
matzah off to them later. The items that his friends give him and the matzah that Ari gives them
helps to educate children about what the items to be used during Passover are.I think the short
glossary of Hebrew words and phrases at the beginning of the book will be helpful to children that
speak primarily English, and it will also be helpful to children that already speak some Hebrew to
pick up some new words and phrases. There is also a short explanation about the history of trains
at the back of the book that some children might find interesting.I received this book free in
exchange for an honest review.

Great for children.
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